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Synopsis
In this paper some computational methods of tra-
ffic assignment are proposed.
At first solutions of traffic assignment by the
equal travel times principle used nonlinear programmings
are showed. They are a method to approximate by a
quadratic programming, a method to use the SUMT trans-
formation, a method to apply Rosen's gradient projection
method and a method to apply the conjugate gradient
projection method. Through a computational example the
efficiency of them are compared.
To decide route flows uniquely in traffic assign-
ment by the equal travel times principle, a method
requesting route flows such that the joint probability
is a maximum under supposed a priori probabilities is
proposed.
In case of a traffic assignment in a large scale
road network, it is significant to improve the effi-
ciencyof route searches. For this purpose a technique
of minimum time route search by division of a network
is proposed.
* This paper is based on the doctor thesis of the author.
** Department of Civil Engineering.
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1. Introduction
The purpose'of traffic assi.gnment is to predict vehicular traffic
volumes on a future road network, through the analysis of the mechanism
of drivers how a route is selected among many available routes. The
predicted traffic volume is used to decide basic characters of the
road such as the width or the alignment. The economic effect of the
road and the influence to environments are calculated on the basis of
the estimated traffic volumes. Therefore the traffic assignment is very
important in plannings and designs of roads.
As the factors when a driver selects a route, travel times, run-
ning distances, traffic congestions and others are considered. But
according to some investigations, it is reported that drivers are wi-
lling to arrive to the destination as quickly as possible. The cri-
terion that a driver selects such a route that the travel time required
to a trip is the minimum is called the equal travel times principle.
For if the minimum travel time route is not single, travel times of
them are equal matually [1].
Many computational methods have been developed with respect to the
traffic assignment by the equal travel times principle [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,
9,10]. But most of them have troubles in complexity of calculations
and convergency or in route searches, so that there exists no general
and efficient methods.
In this paper some computational ,methods used nonlinear progra-
mmings are proposed. They are the approximation to a quadratic
programming, the SUMT transformation, Rosen's gradient projection
method and the conjugate gradient projection method. The algorithms
by these techniques are showed and the efficiency of calculations of
them are compared by an example.
In case of the traffic assignment by the equal travel times prin-
ciple, the traffic volume on a link is requested uniquely, but route
flows are not. If route flows are necessary, they must be required
by adequate assumptions. In this paper the method to require a set of
route flows, such that the joint probability is a maximum, subject to
the condition that a driver select a route with equal a priori proba-
bilities in available routes.
Not only in the traffic assignment by the equal travel times
principle but also in any traffic assignment, the minimum time route
searches are necessary. But the volume of calculations increases
rapidly as a road network is enlarged, so that it is an important
problem how efficiently the route search is practiced. If we can
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the k-th route of
rkj such that
route k,
divide a large scale road network into some partial networks, the
efficiency of calculattons may be far improved. In this paper how ,a
network must be divided to practice such calculations and the algorithm
used Dijkstra method of minimum route search are showed.
2. Computational Methods of Traffic Assignment by the Equal Travel
Times Principle
2.1 Formulation of Traffic Assignment
To practice traffic assignment a set of traffic demands from
origin to destination, i.e. OD traffic volumes must be predicted
beforehand. It is needless to say, the road network must be given
with characteristics concerning to traffic flows on it.
To analyze traffic assignment by optimization techniques, it is
necessary to express the road network algebraically. For this purpose
the graph theory is used. In graph theory a network is expressed by
a set of nodes and links. Therefore intersections are showed by nodes
and road sections by links. The production and attraction of traffic
flows are assumed to occur at some origin nodes and destination nodes
respectively.
Now we set route flows as unknown variables. The word route flow
means the flow on a route which consists of successive links between
the i-th
Let x* denote traffic volume on the route, and si denote
OD traffic volume of i-th origin and destination pair. Then the sum
of route flows of any origin and destination pair must be equal to the
OD traffic volume, so that
2 xi = si ,
k k
(for any i). (1)
It is needless to say route flows must be nonnegative, so that
xi > 0, (for any i and k) . (2)k
Let Xj denote the total traffic volume on link j, then Xj is
written by
Xj t krkj xk , (for any j). (3 )
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The travel time on a road section changes as the traffic volume
on it changes. In normal flows without stagnation, the travel time
required to drive a road section increases monotonously with the
increase of traffic flows on the road section. If the traffic volume
approaches to its capacity, the travel time increases rapidly.
Now we assume that the relation between the traffic volume Xj and
the travel time Tj of link j is expressed generally by
T'J (4)
Then the traffic assignment by the equal travel times principle
is attained by solving simultaneous equations
~ rkjfj (~kLrkjxk) - Ai >
J 1.
{ rrijfj (?kLrkjxk) ~ Ai }
J 1.
o ,
o ,
L xk - Si
k
x~ > 0,
o , ( 5)
(for any i and k) ,
for all x~s and Ais.
But the problem is transformed into the minimization of the objec-
tive function
F (6 )
subject to the constraints (1) and (2) [11). Because the simultaneous
equations (5) coincide with the necessary and sufficient conditions
to minimize (6) under constraints (1) and (2).
The region constrained by (1) and (2) is a convex set and the
objective function is convex from the assumption that fj(Xj) is a mono-
tone increasing function. Therefore this problem is a convex progra-
mming and a local minimum coincides with a gloval minimum. The
objective function is strictly convex for total traffic volumes on
links, but is not strictly convex for route flows xis. So that the
solution for route flows is not requested uniquely.
2.2 A Method by Approximation to a Quadratic Programming
If the travel time function which shows the relation between
travel time and traffic volume is nonlinear, the function can be
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approximated by a linear function and be approached to the function
successively. Let x(g) denote the traffic volume on link j at a step
of calculation, then the travel time function fj(xj) can be approxima-
ted by a tangential line at point x(g) in neighbourhood of x(~).
That is
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(7)
Now we put
* ( dfj (Xj) )Xj==X(~)a' == ,J dXj
( df' (X·)b~ == fj(X(g» _ X (0) J J )x '=X (0)J J dXj J J
Then the objective function becomes
F* JHrt ,x~L ik J (ajXj+bj ) dX.j J0
L 1 * (Uri .xi) 2 + b~ Hr~ .x~ }== {2" a j .j ik kJ k J ik J (8)
Therefore the problem becomes to the minimization of (8) subject
to the constraints (1) and (2).
Now this problem is solved successively changing origin and
destination pair. That is this quadratic programming is solved for
route flows of aD pair i, then traffic volumes on every links are
modified and travel time functions are linearly reapproximated. In the
same way the next approximated objective function is minimized ,for
other aD pair. These calculations are continued for every aD pairs.
If every traffic volumes are converged in some times of iterations,
the calculations are finished.
To solve the quadratic programming in each stage of minimization
Wolfe's method is used [12]. The minimization of objective function (8)
subject to the constraints (1) and (2) comes to a linear programming,
minimize zi and E]li
p P
subject to
-Ee i xi + ).i - Ai + vi + ]li wik pk k 1 2 P P P
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xi vi 0 ,p P
E xi + zi Si
k k
xi > 0, Ai > 0, Ai > 0, vi > 0, lli > 0, zi > 0,p= 1 2 p p =
(for all p) ,
where At and A~ are Lagrange's multipliers,
zi and llis are artificial variables, andp
e ipk
vis are slack variavles,p
wip
This linear programming can be solved by using the Simplex method
in two times.
2.3 A Method by Application of the SUMT Transformation
The sequential unconstrained minimization technique, i.e. the
SUMT transformation is worthy of note in optimization techniques. In
this method, the optimization problem with constraints is transformed
to successive optimization problems without constraints, by including
constraints with a strict penalty function to the objective function.
Therefore the Constraints are disturbed, but for adequate transformed
successive problems the minimums are found in feasible regions one
after another, and as the limit of them the solution is requested.
Now we consider optimization problems of the form
minimize f (x) ,
subject to the constraints
gi (x) > 0,
o
(i=1,2,····· ,n)
(j=1,2,·····,m)
To this problem, Fiacco and McCormich proposed to use the trans-
formed objective function in the form
1 2
+ - Ee. (x)
. J~J
where rk is a perturbation parameter and is set such that rk ~ 0
when k ~ 00 [13].
The transformed objective function T(x,rk) is minimized for a
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perturbation parameter rk' then using the solution as the initial value
the next transformed objective function T(x,rk+l) is minimized for a
smaller perturbation parameter rk+l. The solution is requested as the
limit of xk when k ~ 00
Now to minimize the objective function (6) subject to constraints
(1) and (2), we take the method to use only route flows of a certain
OD pair and to change the OD pair successively. Then in the stage of
minimization for OD pair i, the transformed objective function becomes
fEri.xi+ E Erm,x
m
p P] P m~ip P] Pf· (X,) dX'
o ] ] ]
1
+ rkE--.
p Xl
P
(9)
To solve the minimization problem without constraints, the
variable metric method -is used, which is considered to be the most
powerfull method in optimization techniques used nowadays [14]. In this
method it is supposed that the objective function can be approximated
by a quadratic form. The direction of search is decided using the
approximation of the inverse matrix of quadratic part in the objective
function. Then using the result of search in this direction
the approximation of the inverse matrix is improved, such that the
directions of search are matually conjugate with respect to the matrix
of the quadratic part of objective function. The direction of search
in this way is called a variable metric direction. From the character
they are matually conjugate, the successive directions of search are
linearly independent. Therefore in a few descent steps the minimiza-
tion is attained.
The n-th stage of the variable metric method is summarized as
follows:
(1) Compute dn =-Hn _19n .
(2) Compute An to minimize
qn(A) = F(X~+Adn,rk)·
(3) Set x~+l=xA+Andn' Yn=9n +1-9n •
(4) Compute
d Tn
Hn -1 + An--;T;;-----
9n Hn -19n
Where 9 =VF(xi ) and HO is a unit matrix.n n
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By the variable metric method the minimum of F(xi,rk) is found.
Then setting the solution as initial values and using a smaller per-
turbation parameter rk+l' the minimum of F(xi,rk+l) is found in the
same manner. Thus calculations are continued and as a limit of solu-
tions, the route flow vector xi is requested.
2.4 A Method by Application of Rosen's Gradient Projection Method
For optimization problems with linear constraint conditions, the
gradient projection methods are investigated by many authors. Rosen's
gradient projection method is one of them [15]. In this method the stee-
pest direction is projected to the linear manifold, which consists of
efficient linear constraints. By the projection of the steepest
direction, a usable feasible direction is determined, and the search
to that direction is carried out. If the set of constraint conditions
changes by this search, a new projection matrix is calculated and the
next direction of search is decided in the same way. It is noticeable
that the Kuhn-Tucker condition is used to judge the end of iterations.
Now this method is used in the stage of the minimization of
objective function with respect to a certain 00 pair. For this purpose
the projection matrix must be requested. By Rosen the projection
matrix is given
E T -1 TAs[As As] As'
where E is a unit matrix and As is a matrix whose column vectors
consists of coefficient vectors of efficient constraints.
In case of our problem, the efficient constraints are
L xi Si
k k
o (k£Q)
where Q is a set of routes with zero flow and we denote q the number
of zero flow routes. Also we denote R the set of routes with positive
flows and r the number of them.
If the routes are rearranged adequately, As is written in the form
(aD, aI, a2,·······, aq) = 1
2
1 1
1 1 o
q
q+l
o
...J :1, .
1
a
q+r 1
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Whence the projection matrix Ps is given by
1
2
1 2 •.... q q+l q+2
o o
q+r
q
q+l
q+2 o
. 1 1 1
:l-r r .. .... . r
1 l-! 1
--
... ....
r r r
q+r 1
--r
1 l-!
r r
The k-th stage of the algorithm is summarized as follows:
(1) Calculate the steepest gradient 9k and its projection Pq 9k.
(2) If Pq9k~O, set dk=-Pq 9k and go to (6).
(3) If Pq9k=O, calculate
T -1 T
a [As As] As 9k'
where
1
r
1
.. ..... --
r
... . . .. --
r
1
r
r
' .
. .
:r
: .
. 1
1 :--
:r
6--P
1 2 q q+l q+2 q+r
: 1 1 1
._9 :.. ~ ~ : .. ~ ".: r; .
: 1 1 1:-r r .
: 1 1
1
2
q
1
(4) If a~O, xk is the solution.
(5) If there exist aj<O, find
ae m~n aj
J
and eliminate ae from As. Then calculate the new projection
matrix Pq-l' and return to (1).
(6) For Aj
x·J
- dj
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and add aK to As. Then calculate the proiection matrix Pq+l and
return to (1).
(8) If F(xk+AKdk) > F(xk)' find A which minimizes F(xk+Adk)
subject to 0 < A < AK• Set xk+l=Xk+Adk and return to (1).
2.5 A Method by Application of the Conjugate Gradient Projection
Method
The conjugate gradient projection method is a very powerfull
method for optimization problems with linear constraint conditions [16].
In Rosen's method, the steepest gradient is projected to the linear
manifold, which consists of efficient linear constraints. But in the
conjugate gradient projection method, the valiable metric direction
is projected to the linear manifold. Therefore the directions of
search, which are decided by the projection, are not only usable and
feasible directions but also they are matually conjugate. Consequently
by the character the directions of search are linearly independent,
the minimization of the objective function can be carried out in a few
descent steps.
In the k-th stage of iteration, the algorithm is summsrized as
follows:
(1) Calculate the steepest gradient gk and its projection H~gk.
(2) Calculate
a [AsT As] -lAsT gk .
(3) If Hkgk 0 and a > 0, then xk is the solution.q
(4) If Hkgk !>; 0 and II > 0, go to (6) •q
(5) If there exist aj<O, set
(l+:!:) and find
r
If II Hkgk IIq
and if II Hkg k IIq
1
-2
min {ajbjj }j
1
1 -2
> -2aebee , go to (6),
1
1 -2
< -2aebee ' eliminate ae from As and calculate
the projection matrix Pq-l' Set
Hkq-l Hk +q
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and return to (1).
(6) Calculate dk
A'J
find
dj
mtn {Aj>O}.
J
(7) Find A which minimizes F(xk+Adk ) subject to O~ A ~AK' and set
x k +l = Xk+Adk
(fk = Adk
and calculate the steepest gradient gk+l.
(8) If A = AK and (dk)T gk+l < 0, then add a K to the set of
efficient constraints. Set
Hka ,a·T Hkq J J q
a·T Hka ,J q J
and return to (1).
(9) Otherwise, set
and improve
gk+l - gk
Hq in the form
Hk + Ak + Bk ,q
where
Return to
uk «(fk)T
(uk)T yk ,
(1) •
2.6 The Method of Route Search
So far, the computational methods of traffic assignment is consi-
dered, assuming that the routes between origin and destination have
already been given. But in fact the routes are not given beforehand,
so that we must seek them on the way of computations.
The equal travel times principle means the assumption that any
driver selects the minimum travel time route between origin and desti-
nation. Therefore it is enough to search only the minimum time route
between origin and destination, before the objective function is
minimized with respect to the selected OD pair. If the searched route
has already been requested previously, it is deserted. Otherwise it
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is added to the set of routes for assignment.
Thus in some steps, the routes on which traffics flow are searched
successively, and the objective function is minimized in each step.
The traffic volume on each link will converge gradually and new routes
will come to be difficult to be found. Then it can be considered that
the state which satisfies the equal travel times principle is realized.
The routine of the above traffic assignment is summarized as
follows.
(1) Search for minimum time routes between every origin and desti-
nation pairs, using travel times at zero flow.
(2) Assign all 00 traffic volumes to each minimum time route at
zero flow.
(3) Choose one origin and destination pair in order, and search
for the minimum time route.
(4) Minimize the objective function with respect to the chosen
00 pair.
(5) continue the calculations (3) and (4) for every 00 pairs,
until every traffic volumes on links converge.
2.7 An Example of Computations
Now the calculations explained
so far are practiced. The road
network used for assignment is
showed in Figure 1. The number
of nodes is 10 and that of links is
17. 00 traffic volumes are showed
in table 1. In this example the
direction of links is not consi-
dered, so that 00 traffic volumes
are given by a table of triangular
form.
Figure 1 A road network.
I 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 node
218109 53940 37095 14188 7763 1393 6248 3000 3480 1
I 14134 2011 1111 1042 459 1445 549 425 2
9310 396 27169 478 854 1152 45 3
2354 602 123 284 2403 32 4
271 134 399 84-15 35 5
2559 1245 1925 12 6
66648 2958 11 7
26822 29 8
9 9
- 10
Table 1 00 traffic volumes.
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We suppose the travel time
functions by
where X is the traffic volume, T is
the travel time, a and b are the
constants of the link.
The values of constants in the
network is showed in Table 2.
These values were calculated on the
basis of travel times at zero flow
and maximum flows. The function
gives a relation between daily
traffic volumes and travel times
in mimutes.
T bXae
link aj b j
1 20.0 0.802
2 21.4 1.203
3 21.7 1.203
4 36.0 1.203
5 66.2 4~814
6 64.6 4.814
7 19.0 1. 203
8 39.6 4.814
9 106.4 4.814
10 99.5 4.814
11 109.9 4.814
12 119.3 4.814
13 23.0 1.203
14 48.1 1.203
15 375.9 4.814
16 49.2 4.814
17 71.5 4.814
Xj Tj
link (vehicles) (minutes)
1 139658 61.4
2 87684 61.4
3 76563 54.5
4 41319 59.2
5 16099 148.7
6 12136 115.9
7 50562 34.9
8 10035 64.2
9 13682 205.6
10 11168 170.3
11 11422 190.4
12 8010 175.4
13 75871 57.4
14 34019 72.4
15 0 375.9
16 35 389.3
17 1043 365.2
Table 2 Constants of links.
The results of computations,
i.e. traffic volumes and travel
times on every links are showed in
Table 3. In Table 4 are showed the
number of iterations and CPU times
of the computer until the variation
of traffic volume in successive
stage of iteration becomes to one
vehicle on every links.
The computer used for assign-
ment is PACOM 230-60 of Data Pro-
cessing Center of Kyoto University.
Table 3 Results of computations.
Approximation Application Application Application of
to a quadratic of the SUMT of Rosen's the conjugate
programming transformation gradient pro- gradient projec-
j ection method tion method
Number of 5 > 25 2 2iterations
CPU times 43 > 1200 227 115(seconds)
Table 4 Comparison of number of iterations and CPU times.
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Comparison of Efficiency of each Method
Through the example, the efficiency of each method was made clear.
In case of applications of the gradient projection method, the number
of iterations is the fewest. In these methods the solution with the
required accuracy was obtained by two times of iteration.
In the method of approximation to a quadratic programming, the
iterations over two times that of gradient projection methods is requ-
ired. The reason of this is explained such that in the former the
approximations of the objective function are minimized, but in the
later the objective function is really minimized.
With respect to the CPU times of the computer, the method of app-
roximation to a quadratic programming is more efficient than applica-
tions of gradient projection methods. This is because in the former
we can use the simplex method which is very powerfull in each stage of
minimization. On the other hand in the later, we must solve many suc-
cessive minimization problems along a line.
Comparing two gradient projection methods, the conjugate gradient
projection method is more efficient than Rosen's gradient projection
method. The reason of this is that in conjugate gradient projection
method the successive directions of search are linearly independet
matually, so that ~he number of steps of search up to the minimuml is
fewer than in Rosen's gradient projection method.
The applications of the SUMT transformation is the most inefficient.
In this method the perturbation parameters are operated to restrain
variables. So that the efficiency of calculations is concerned great-
ly with the choice of perturbation parameters. In our program much
time is required to compute, but if we can set perturbation parameters
very skillfully the time for computation may be lessened.
Other problem to apply the SUMT transformation is that. the objec-
tive function in the problem is not strictly convex for route flows.
In the SUMT transformation the objective function must be strictly
convex. The inefficiency of calculations may be caused also in this
point.
We will be able to use the method by approximation to a quadratic
programming for traffic assignments in large scale road networks. But
for the purpose algorithms must be much improved.
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3. Estimation of Route Flows in Traffic Assignment by the Equal
Travel Times Principle
In traffic assignment by the equal travel times principle traffic
volumes on links are requested uniquely but route flows are not.
In this sense the value of total link flows are significant, but that
of route flows are trivial in the methods related so far.
In order to express traffic flows in a road network, it is not
sufficient to request only total traffic flows on links. For example
we are often necessary to request right-turn traffic volumes and left-
turn traffic volumes in intersections. For this purpose we must
estimate route flows with sufficient meanings.
Now we consider a method to assign 00 traffic volumes to multiple
routes whose travel times are equal, assuming that traffic volumes on
every links following the equal travel times principle have already
been requested. Also we suppose that there exist n i routes between
i-th origin and destination pair and any driver selects these routes
with equal probabilities.
Let denote p~ the probability that a driver selects the k-th
route of i-th origin and destination pair. Then we have
p~ 1 (for all i and k). (10)
We consider a state that traffics with flow value x~ flow on the
k-th route of i-th origin and destination pair happens simultaneously
for every 00 pairs and every routes. The probability such a state
will happen is given by
TI . xiP . II ( 1) k (11)
.. k PkII X111 ,
i,k k'
where T is the total trips.
The sum of route flows of a certain origin and destination pair
must be equal to its 00 traffic volume, so that
(12 )(for all i) •L xik k
Total traffic flows on a link must be equal to its given volume,
that is
r~ r~jx~ xj, (for all j) , (13)
where x~ is a traffic volume on link j which satisfies the equal travel
times principle and has already been requested.
The easiest state to happen is a state that makes probability P
maximum.
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To request such route flows, the logarithm of equation (11) is
taken and the Lagrange multiplier technique is used. Then the solution
is given by
are decided to satisfy the constraints (12) and (13).
xi
k
where vi and 11j
Whence we have
(for all i and k) , (14)
(16)
(15)
(for all j) ,
(for all i) ,
*Xj
Si
log
e11j E~lr~l
Hri .viel"'J
ik kJ
The solution of (14), (15) and (16) is obtained by iterative cal-
culations.
When route flows are given by above equations, they have remarkable
characteristics. We assume that there exist m routes ~l' ~2' ~3'····
... , ~m with equal travel times between node pair n-n', and that i-th
origin and destination pair has routes which include these m routes.
Let denote xi, x~, x~,·····, x~ the route flows which pass through
the route ~l' ~2' ~3'·····'~m respectively, then the equations
xi xi xi1 2 m
........
E 11 j E 11 j E 11 mj£~l j£~2 j£~m
e e e
hold.
The above eqations mean that if there exist some routes with equal
travel times between an origin and destination pair, the ratios of
traffic flow to branch such routes are equal for any origin and desti-
nation pair which include those r,putes
~l
in minimum time routes.
Figure 2 Routes ~l' ~2'·····' ~m between node nand n'.
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4. Minimum Time Route Search by Division of a Network
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In any traffic assignment in large scale road networks, the routes
from origin to destination are not given beforehand, but they are
searched in the process of calculations. The route search is practiced
generally by making minimum time route trees for all origin nodes.
But the volume of calculations to search minimum time route trees for
all nodes increases in proportion to the third power of the number of
nodes. Accordingly in a large scale road network with some hundreds
of nodes, the volume of calculations for making minimum time route
trees amounts to enormous, so that it occupies considerable parts of
calculations. For this reason it is very significant to improve the
efficiency of algorithms of minimum time route search.
If a network is made small, the volume of calculations must dec-
rease severely. Therefore if it is possible to search minimum time
route trees by dividing a network into some partial networks, we can
expect that the volume of calculations will decrease. But in this
case the minimum time routes requested must be the true minimum time
routes, so that some conditions may be imposed on a division of net-
work.
Now let divide a network N into partial networks NI' N2, ..... ,
Nm by adequate cut sets of links.
We call such nodes the boundary node of Nk that are included in
partial network Nk and connected to other partial networks by over one
links. Let denote xki the i-th boundary node of Nk, and r(xi,xj) the
length of the minimum time route between nodes Xi and Xj'
Figure 3 Network division and boundary nodes.
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we consider a problem to search for the minimum time route from
node xQ in partial network NI to node xd in partial network Nm• Then
we have
~i~{r{XQ'Xli)+r{Xli,Xmj)+r{Xmj,Xd)}•
~,J
We want to request the minimum time route between xQ and xd from
calculations in individual partial networks. For this purpose the
minimum time route between xQ and xli must exists in partial network
NI, the minimum time route between Xmj and xd must exist in partial
network Nm. Therefore we assume that in a partial network the minimum
time route between any pair of nodes exists in the partial network.
Then in any partial network, the minimum time route between any pair
of nodes is requested by a minimum time route search in the partial
network.
consequently the minimum time route between xQ and xli is reques-
ted by calculations in NI and the minimum time route between Xmj and xd
by calculations in Nm• Moreover in any partial network, the minimum
time routes between any pair of boundary nodes are requested by calcu-
lations in individual partial networks.
Now let connect xQ and all boundary nodes of NI by imaginary links
with the length of individual minimum time routes. Also let connect
xd and all boundary nodes of Nm in a same way. Moreover in each par-
tial network, let connect all boundary nodes matually by imaginary
links with the length of individual minimum time routes.
Thus we have an imaginary network which consists of all imaginary
links, all cut set links, all boundary nodes, node xQ and node xd.
~\ -------~~,,'" .... ' ,\ "'" -. .... / t •,\ ............ / INI/" \ :::::~,,,,,,,,,,, ... , : ," \\ Nm" .... -- ,.." " \ ---r--'~ \;' .....' , ...
- ;' ....... \ .... ~ I.... " - _ \
.... ., , .... -- ~
" ....... xli' l' I x· - r..
xQ '*:: ~_._._ . ._._.j mJ " xd
,...... / ' /"~"''''./ ....,,, "" /'\ .........;' -. "
, I -,£' ... .
, I , ----_ "" "~
/ ';, --~'.,
. /, --------- "
. --- .
/
Figure 4 An imaginary network.
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Let Nimg be the imaginary network. Then the minimum time route
between node xQ and xd in Nimg coincides with the true minimum time
route in the original network N. Because the minimum time route
between xQand xd in N can be divided into three parts, Le. the mini-
mum time route between xQ and a boundary node xli' of Nl, the minimum
time route between xd and a boundary node Xmj' of Nm and the minimum
time route between boundary node xli' and Xmj'. Besides these parts
of the minimum time route exist in the imaginary network Nimg' so that
we can search for the minimum time route between xQ and xd in Nimg
instead of in the original network N.
Thus we can search for the minimum time route between any pair of
nodes through the minimum time route searches between every boundary
nodes in individual partial networks, the minimum time route searches
from terminal node to boundary nodes in each partial network and the
minimum time route search in the imaginary network.
If we want to search for minimum time routes between all pairs of
origin node and destination node, the minimum time route searches bet-
ween every boundary nodes in individual partial networks are common.
Consequently we can expect the efficiency of calculations will be im-
proved.
By the way in many methods to request minimum time routes between
all pairs of nodes, the most efficient method is said to be Dijkstra's
method [17]. Therefore we apply Dijkstra' s method to request the minimum
time routes by division of a network. The algorithm to request the len-
gth of the minimum time route from node xQ in partial network Nl to
all other nodes is summarized as follows.
(1) Request the length of the minimum time route between all pairs
of boundary nodes in each partial network. Make the imaginary network
by displacing between all pairs of boundary nodes by imaginary links
with the length of the minimum time route.
(2) Exchange the temporary label of all nodes in Nl to the perma-
nent label, setting the permanent label of xQ equal to zero.
(3) In Nimg the permanent labels of boundary nodes of Nl have
already been requested. Exchange the temporary label of all other
nodes in Nimg to the permanent label successivery.
(4) In partial networks N2, N3'·····, Nm permanent labels of boun-
dary nodes have already been requested. Exchange the temporary
label of all other nodes in each partial network to the permanent
label successively.
(5) Finish calculations if all nodes have the permanent label.
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The permanent label of each node gives the length of the minimum
time route from node xQ, so that the minimum time route tree is made
by gathering such links as the difference of the permanent label of
both terminal nodes is equal to the length of the link.
How much computations is lessened by this method is concerned
greately with the division of a network. If the imaginary network
is not so much simplified, the efficiency of computations will not be
improved. Therefore it is the point of this method how simple imagi-
nary network we make. When we object a wide regional road network,
there must be some cities in which many links and many nodes concent-
rate. In such a case we can divide the road network by city regions.
Also we may be possible to divide a network by geographical conditions.
In such cases the minimum time route search by division of a network
will be quite usefull.
5. Conclusions
In this paper some computational methods of traffic assignment
were proposed.
Concerning to the methods of traffic assignment by the equal
travel times principle, the results are as follows.
The method by approximation to a quadratic programming is the most
efficient. We will be able to use it for a traffic assignment in a
large scale road network, through some improvement of algorithms. The
conjugate gradient projection method and Rosen's gradient projection
method rank next. In these methods the efficiency of calculations is
SUbject to minimizations along a line. The application of the SUMT
transformation is not practical, for the difficulty of choice of per-
turbation parameters.
In regard to the estimation of route flows, we proposed the method
to request a set of route flows which will happen with a maximum proba-
bility, based on the assumption that the probability any route being
chosen is equal.
Concerning to the route search, the method of minimum time route
search by division of a network was showed. To be able to practice
this method, a network must be divided such that in a partial network
minimum time routes between any pair of nodes exist in the partial
network. If a network is divided in such a way, the minimum time route
search in a original network is transformed into the minimum time route
search in an imaginary network. This method will be quite efficient
An Infledigation on Computational Methods of Traffic Auignment in Road Networks
when the minimum time routes between all pairs of nodes in a large
scale road network are requested.
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